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update : the four additional maps that were released today are now available for free via assassin's
creed iii's new "arms of faith" dlc. ubisoft confirmed that these new multiplayer maps are based on
four of the original game's locations: "the great house, tudor parc, the colonnade, and the bank of
london." players will also be able to create their own maps using the game's level editor, and can

also use the "arms of faith" dlc to download four new multiplayer maps from the original game. if you
want a quick play through of those four maps, there are both online and offline ways to do that. the
"arms of faith" dlc will be available on march 27 for $4.99 on xbox 360 and ps3, and $3.99 on wii u.
in addition to the four new maps, players will also be able to buy the season pass for around $29.99,
which will be available on march 27 for $29.99 on xbox 360 and ps3, and $27. all in all, there will be

10 new multiplayer maps, 4 free maps (for a total of 14), and 8 additional multiplayer characters,
plus 4 new skins for the 4 new multiplayer maps. (thanks, gamespy) ubisoft has revealed that

assassin's creed iii will be out on the playstation 3, xbox 360 and wii u on november 15. the wii u
version is still in development, and it won't be available until "some time after." in addition,

assassin's creed iii will be the first game to include the new "arms of faith" dlc, which includes four
new multiplayer maps. these maps are based on four of the original game's locations: "the great

house, tudor parc, the colonnade, and the bank of london." players will also be able to create their
own maps using the game's level editor, and can also use the "arms of faith" dlc to download four

new multiplayer maps from the original game. if you want a quick play through of those four maps,
there are both online and offline ways to do that. the "arms of faith" dlc will be available on march

27 for $4.99 on xbox 360 and ps3, and $3.99 on wii u. in addition to the four new maps, players will
also be able to buy the season pass for around $29.99, which will be available on march 27 for

$29.99 on xbox 360 and ps3, and $27. all in all, there will be 10 new multiplayer maps, 4 free maps
(for a total of 14), and 8 additional multiplayer characters, plus 4 new skins for the 4 new multiplayer

maps. (thanks, gamespy)
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like the original assassin's creed, assassin's creed iii will take place during the american
revolutionary war, and will also feature a new hero, haytham kenway, a trained assassin who was
once known as "the kenway" and "the assassin" before his "renewal" by abstergo industries. when

you're dealing with assassin's creed iii remastered, it's going to be in your best interest to make sure
that your internet connection is working before you start playing. if you can't get online, it will be

tough to play through the game. if you have a router at home, you should be able to try and use that
to connect to the internet. otherwise, you may have to contact a local store to make sure that your
internet card is working. benedict arnoldthe first dlc is the "benedict arnold" dlc. the dlc content is a

series of four missions that explore the life of benedict arnold. the missions revolve around the
events of the battle of saratoga in 1777. the dlc also includes a new difficulty setting that alters the

gameplay in ways that will be familiar to veterans of the original game. with this new difficulty
setting, you'll be able to earn more experience points for completing challenges and quests, and

you'll receive more bonus missions for the victory conditions. the dlc content also adds a new range
of weapons, including a new musket and bayonets. it's a major upgrade for the original game's

weaponry, and the dlc will allow you to equip benedict arnold with any weapon that you already own.
there are no other changes that are specific to the dlc. 5ec8ef588b
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